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Among the proofs of Liapounoffs theorem (that the range of nonatomic 
R”-valued measure is closed and convex) 12, 3, 6, 71 certainly the neatest is 
that by Lindenstrauss [7] (cf. (8, 5.51) which proceeds from the 
Krein-Milman theorem. I wish to point out yet another proof, more 
elementary in the sense that that component from functional analysis is 
replaced by the existence of support functionals at boundary points of a 
convex set in R”. It was suggested by the proof of a simple result in control 
theory of Bellman, Gross, and the author [ 1 ] which was later proved by La 
Salle (51 via appeal to Liapounoff’s result. 
The proof originally seemed appropriate only to measures absolutely 
continuous on 10, l] (with a reduction to that case by standard measure 
theory); I am particularly indebted to M. M. Hackman for pointing out how 
it adapts to the general case, where it can be made constructive, assuming 
one has an algorithm for cutting up a set in the underlying measure space 
into approximate halves. 
Let (X, S,p) be a probability measure space with ,u nonatomic 141, and let 
4’ be an integrable R” valued function on X. For E E S let 
which is convex, symmetric, and a compact subset of R” because of the w* 
compactness of the ball in L 2. Finally, let K;(E) denote the analogous set 
obtained from all u of unit modulus. Then Liapounoffs theorem is simply 
the assertion that 
qm = K,(X) (1) 
so that K:(X) is compact and convex. 
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We shall prove (1) by induction on n, with the case of n = 1 precisely the 
same as the induction step. So suppose (1) is true for n - 1, and fix 
x0 E ~&o 
We first assert that there is an E in S for which’ 
xo E aK,(E); (2) 
it will be obtained as an essentially minimal set capturing x0, in the sense 
that x0 E K,(E). Indeed fix any E, with x0 E KJE,), and let 
c, = inf(p(E): E c E,, x0 E K,(E)} < ,u(E,). 
We choose an E, from the competing E so as to satisfy c, <,u(E,) ,< c, + 
+@(E,) - c), taking E, = E, if p(E,) = c,, of course. Continuing we obtain a 
nondecreasing sequence (cn} and a decreasing sequence (Ek} in S with 
c,=inf{~(E):EcE,,x,EK,(E)} </@,+,)<ck+ 2-ktj@k)--k). (3) 
For E = 0 E,, we have K,,(E) = 0 K,,(E,) because of the w* compactness 
of the ball in L g, so x0 E K,(E), and clearly p(E) < lim ck. Now if (2) fails 
for this E, so x0 is interior to K,(E), we can take a small bite out of E since 
p is nonatomic: we have an F c E in S with p(F) < ,u(E) < lim ck and 
x0 E K,,(F). Thus p(F) < ck for some k, contradicting the definition of ck. So 
our assertion (2) holds. 
Because of (2) we have a support functional 8 E R” for K,(E) at x0 : 
Clearly, the maximum is I‘, 18 h y(l)lp(dr), and thus any u in ball Lg with 
x0 = SE u(t) y(t)p(dt) necessarily has u = u. = sgn B . y a.e. on E\F, where 
F = (t E E: 0. y(t) = 0). Indeed, the same is true (with this uo) for any 
x, E K,(E) which lies in the support set 8 defines in K,,(E), and the various 
x, are obtained simply as the set 
i E\F 
uo(t) y(r) I@) + &JE). 
But the second summand is afflnely equivalent to what we obtain for an 
(n - 1)-dimensional y, and so coincides with K&(E) by our induction 
hypothesis (except when n = 1, and then 8 can be taken as + 1, or -1, so 
’ E corresponds to the least time I, of 111. In order to make the proof constructive one can, 
starting with A’, simply divide successively into approximate halves, and confine the 
competitors to the countable field so generated. 
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F = (t E E: u(t) = O} and K,,(E) = (0) = K&(E)). We conclude that 
x0 = J, u(t) y(t),~(dt) for a unimodular u, and it only remains to see 
for such a u if &VW) > 0. 
For (4) it suffices to see there is a decomposition X\E = F U G, 
FnG=0, with 
X,(F) n X,(G) # 0. (5) 
Indeed, if x lies in that intersection, we know from the preceding that 
x = I, u,(r) y(t)p(dt) for a unimodular u,, while x E X,(G) implies 
-x E X,(G) by symmetry, whence -x = I, z+(t) y(t),@) again follows for 
some unimodular u2, so U, and u2 combine the yield our u satisfying (4). 
Observe that if K, and K, are symmetric compact convex sets with 
disjoint boundaries, then if T[(x) denotes the distance from 0 to 8Ki in the 
direction of the unit vector x either T,(X) - r*(x) > 0 for all x or 
Y*(X) - T,(X) > 0; by compactness in each case we must have a positive 
lower bound for all such x. 
Now suppose we have no decomposition of E” = X\E for which (5) holds. 
Then (F c EC : K,(EC\F) c K,(F)} is nonvoid; with F, any element we can 
set 
c, = inf{,@): F c F, , K,(E’\F) c KY(F)}, 
and choose F, c F, from the competitors so that c, <p(FJ < 
C, + $@(F,) - c,). Continuing, as before we obtain {ck} increasing and {Fk} 
decreasing so that 
ck = inf(p(F): F c F,, K,(ECw) c K,,(F)} 
<W,+ d < ck + 2-kb(F,) - ck)- 
Again for F = 0 F, we have p(F) < lim ck, and trivially K,,(E’w) c K,,(F), 
so that since aK,(F) ~7 aK,(E’\F) = 0 and ,L is nonatomic, by our obser- 
vation we can remove a bit of F to obtain an F. c F with p(F,) < p(F) and 
K,(EC\F) c KJF,,). Since p(F,) < ck for some k, contradicting the definition 
of ck, our hypothesis that (5) failed was false; our proof is now complete. 
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